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Abstract. Service-oriented systems offer the potential for minimizing the
development time of business applications within an enterprise while promot-
ing collaborative joint ventures among enterprisers distributed geographically.
Service-oriented applications assembled from services obtained from different
vendors, sometimes anonymous, should be trustworthy. In this paper we inves-
tigate context-aware multi-agent systems (MAS) which can dynamically form
coalitions of trusted partners as an effective mechanism to act on behalf of ser-
vice requestors, find services requested by them, determine trusted services, and
provide services to the requestors without violating the privacy of the partners
involved in such transactions. The MAS is open with respect to external agents
requesting and receiving services, but closed with respect to other activities initi-
ated by external agents. The agents in MAS may have different trust models. We
explain how trust models of different agents should be composed into a web of
trust for trusted transactions in MAS.

1 Introduction

The concept of service-oriented computing system is not new. Its concepts and char-
acteristics have been detailed in many works [4,23,11]. What is new in this paper is
the introduction of context-aware MAS as a means of discovering and delivering de-
pendable services to its clients in an open distributed environment. Agents in MAS can
dynamically form coalitions of trusted partners as an effective mechanism to act on be-
half of service requestors, find services requested by them, determine trusted services,
and provide services to the requestors without violating the privacy of the partners in-
volved in such transactions. The MAS is open with respect to external agents requesting
and receiving services, but closed with respect to other activities initiated by external
agents. The trust models of agents, which may be different, can be combined to generate
global trust for agent collaboration in delivering services.

Dependability, recently coined as trustworthiness [22], is a composite property. It in-
cludes safety, security, service availability, and reliability attributes. A service is trust-
worthy if it is reliable, available without interruption, secure, and safe to use. In order
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that an agent recognize and evaluate these attributes in a service, we require it to be
context-aware. In agent literature, the BDI (belief, desire, intention) semantics is the
semantics for agent actions and interactions. We may interpret the full power of BDI as
providing the awareness for an agent. Agents indulging in service-oriented activity may
be regarded as software agents, who need not have the full power of BDI semantics,
instead its internal and its external awareness constitute a sufficient semantic basis for
its actions.

1.1 Awareness and Context

An agent is aware of its internals such as resources under its care, knowledge of its
domain of activity, history of its activities and interactions, and norms (policies) that
constrains its actions. We call the internal awareness of an agent as self-awareness.
The external awareness of an agent includes a knowledge of its environment that may
include physical devices, humans and other agents. In order that the system response
with respect to a request from its environment be equivalent to a cognitive reaction,
the “feel” component of external awareness should be factored in. This is realized by
introducing the agent to the world with which it has to react. This world consists of the
information space of its clients and their behavior. The information space is, in general,
multi-dimensional where each dimension has information or data with respect to one
sort. Aggregating dimensions along with information along the dimensions give rise
to a formal definition of context [3,28,29], and justifies formalizing external awareness
using contexts. External awareness is known as context-awareness.

Context is rich concept. Carnap, in his famous treatise [8] Meaning and Necessity,
distinguished between the intension and extension of a natural language statement. In-
tension is the uttered statement and extension is its truth values in different contexts. As
an example, the intension of the statement ”The physician in charge of the clinic works
from 9 am to 3 pm.” is itself, and its extensions are evaluated when the physician’s
name, the clinic’s name, and a time are specified. The world of information to evalu-
ate this statement has three dimensions, namely Physician name, Clinic name, and
Time. A context is constructed when a value/data is given along each dimension. This
meaning of context was tacitly understood and first used in AI, and HCI applications.
Since then, context has found several applications in a variety of fields of study within
computing, however context itself was represented and interpreted only in an ad-hoc
manner. Just to give an overview of its spectrum, see [21,7,14] for logic of context and
reasoning in AI, [1] for a tutorial on efforts in formalizing context, [9,10] for HCI ap-
plications, [16,17,18] for using context within semantic web for service compositions,
[3,28] for high-level languages with context as first class objects, [24,27] for context-
aware system architecture and [2,30] for context-aware enforcement of privacy, iden-
tity management, and trust. The ability to automatically detect contexts, dynamically
de-construct and reconstruct contexts are very relevant to context-aware computing, in
particular for mobile and pervasive computing applications. Without a formal represen-
tation of context, adaptation and reasoning about the consequences of adaptation is not
possible. The formal syntax and the semantic domain for context calculus that we have
developed in our research are briefly described in Section 2.
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1.2 Trust

Trust, similar to context concept, is also a rich concept. It has a pivotal role in hu-
man relationships. McKnight and Chervany [19] have given a typology for classify-
ing trusting behavior in domains such as sociology, psychology, political sciences, and
management. A trusting behavior, when expressed in natural language and semantically
interpreted through Carnap’s intensional logic, becomes an intensional statement. The
natural language statements corresponding to these trusting behaviors have a natural
intensional logic interpretation. This is the rationale behind the intensional trust model
discussed in [30]. In Section 3.3 we show that the six-fold trusting behavior discussed
in McKnight and Chervany [19] can be cast within context-aware trust model. Exam-
ples 1 and 2 illustrate the necessity to integrate context and trust.

Example 1. It is remarked in [15] that inaccuracies in the Wikipedia has been rumored
to cause students to fail courses. Apparently this fault is attributed to a “free for all”
approach to the contribution of articles by internet users. Anybody can write an article
irrespective of the contributing author’s expertise in that area. There is no mechanism
to verify either the correctness or completeness of the content in an article. A user who
accepts the services offered by such sites will eventually lose her trust in the integrity of
the service provider.

Example 2. This example is taken from [1], and perhaps the starting point for a for-
mal treatment of context by McCarthy [21]. MYCIN [25] is a computer-based medical
consultation system. In particular it advises physicians on treating bacterial infections
of the blood. When MYCIN is given the information “the patient has Chlorae Vibrio”
it recommends two weeks of tetracycline treatment and nothing else. What it does not
reveal is that there is massive dehydration during the course of the treatment. While the
administration of tetracycline would cure the bacteria, the patient would perish long
before that due to diarrhea. Here is an instance where context of usage is not explicitly
stated. Although the treatment is in principle correct, it is incomplete. The service is
totally unsafe.

If there were to exist a trust model for a system, that model can automatically assign
a trust degree based on the completeness and correctness of the information content
and offer a personalized rating for every service provided by the system. Completeness
and correctness are contextual concepts. Consequently, integrating the trust model with
the system awareness of its internal and external contexts, we aim to make the system
trustworthy.

1.3 Contributions

We give a rigorous approach to integrate trust model with context-awareness for agents
in a MAS. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly outline context
formalism. We describe context-aware trust model for service-oriented systems in Sec-
tion 3. In Section 4 we give a formal context-aware MAS architecture and explain how
trusted services are provided by the agents in the absence of a centralized authority. We
conclude the paper in Section 5 with a summary of our ongoing research on trustworthy
MAS. Appendix 1 lists the formal concepts that we use in MAS architecture.
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2 Context Formalism

Context has several working definitions. According to Dey [9] context is any informa-
tion that can be used to characterize an entity, where an entity is a person, place, or
object that is considered relevant to the interaction between user and application. Con-
text is considered as a semantic object by Mrissa etal [18] and this definition is quite
close to the formal definition of Wan [29]. Since agents in a MAS need to dynamically
construct, assemble, disassemble, modify, and reason with context, a formal definition
is necessary. The five most important dimensions from which they should collect infor-
mation are who, what, where, when, and why. They respectively provide information
on perception, to recognize the software component or agent that provides the service
or requires the service, interaction to determine the type of service, locality to deter-
mine the location (and its constraints) for providing the service, timeliness that specify
time bounds for (safe) service delivery, and purpose for requested service. It is natural
therefore to define a context as a structured typed data: Let τ : DIM → I , where
DIM = {X1, X2, . . . , Xn} is a finite set of dimensions and I = {a1, a2, . . . , an} is a
set of types. The function τ associates a dimension to a type. Let τ(Xi) = ai, ai ∈ I .
Define a context c as an aggregation of ordered pairs (Xj , vj), where Xj ∈ DIM , and
vj ∈ τ(Xj). The dimensions and the types are suggested by the application of interest.

Example 3. The vital information to seek an on-line health care service should include
the service requestor’s credentials. A credential along with location information, date
and time can constitute the context. The dimensions are PN (patient name: type string),
HC (hospital card number: type integer), LOC (the location where service should be
provided: type string), DATE (the date when the service is to be provided: type record).

2.1 Syntax and Semantics

The context type is determined by the set of dimensions DIM , the types I and the
function τ . Our discussion applies to contexts of the same type. The syntax for a con-
text is [Xi : vi, . . . , Xj : vj ]. The binding between dimensions and the values from
the types associated with the dimensions is made explicit. The necessity is that agents
should be aware of the dimensions from which the information are perceived. An in-
stance of a context for the type in Example 3 is [PN : Bob, HC : 123456, LOC :
Boston, DATE : 〈2008/10/30〉]. For a context c, we write dim(c) to denote the set
of dimensions in c, and val(c) to denote the set of typed values in c.

The semantics for contexts is adapted from the set theoretic and relational semantics.
we define context operators whose operational semantics are close to the set theoretic
and relational operators. Table 1 lists these operators, their precedence and their mean-
ings. By an application of this operational semantics a context expression is evaluated,
as in Example 4.

Example 4. Let c1 = [PN : Bob, HC : 123456, LOC : Boston, DATE : 〈2008/
10/30〉], c2 = [PN : Alice, HC : 456123, LOC : Chicago, DATE : 〈2008/11/
15〉], and c3 = [PN : Tom, HC : 142536, LOC : Boston, DATE : 〈2008/10/30〉]
be three different contexts of the type in Example 3. The expression c1 ⊕ c2 ↑ {LOC,
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Table 1. Context Operators and Precedence

operator name symbol meaning precedence
Union � Set Union (dimension, value pairs) 3
Intersection � Set Intersection (,, ,,) 3
Difference � Set Difference (,, ,,) 4
Subcontext ⊆ Subset of dimensions 6
Supcontext ⊇ Superset of dimensions 6
Override ⊕ Function overwrite 4
Projection ↓ Domain Restriction 1
Hiding ↑ Range Restriction 1
Undirected Range � Range of simple contexts with same domain 5
Directed Range ⇀ Range of simple contexts with same domain 5

DATE} evaluates to the context [PN :Alice, HC : 456123, LOC :Boston, DATE :
〈2008/10/30〉]. The result reflects the status wherein Alice wants service to be provided
at Boston on 2008/10/30.

Many other properties, such as dim(c1 � c2) = dim(c1) ∪ dim(c2), can be derived
by an application of the semantics1. It is sufficient to admit in MAS contexts in which
the dimensions are distinct. A context in which a dimension is repeated is equivalent
to a set of contexts in each of which the dimensions are distinct [29]. As an example,
if Bob wants health care services on two different dates one can construct c = [PN :
Bob, HC : 123456, LOC : Boston, DATE : {〈2008/10/30〉, 〈2009/01/05〉}], in
which the DATE dimension is repeated. Context c is equivalent to the set with two
contexts cs = {[PN : Bob, HC : 123456, LOC : Boston, DATE : {〈2008/10/30〉],
[PN : Bob, HC : 123456, LOC : Boston, DATE : {〈2009/01/05〉}].
Reasoning with Contexts
Let α be a logical expression on some quality attributes that must be verified in a context
c. We write vc(c, α) to denote such a verification condition. The dimensions of a context
and the quality attributes that are to be verified in that context may sometime overlap.
In that case, the expression α will involve those common dimension names and are
treated as free variables. While evaluating α in context c, the dimension names in the
logical expression should be bound to some values in their respective typed domains.
If sufficient information is not available to evaluate α in context c, the evaluation is
postponed, not abandoned. Some simple axioms for verification within a context are
the following:

If α is true in a context c2 then it is true in every sub-context of c2. That is,

c1 ⊂ c2

vc(c2, α) ⇒ vc(c1, α)
(1)

If α is true in context c then there exists a context c′ such that vc(c′,vc(c, α)). That is,
for every context c there exists an outer context c′ from which the verified truths can be
observed.

1 Note that cup is a set operator, whereas � is a context operator.
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vc(c, α)
∃c′ • vc(c′,vc(c, α))

(2)

Analogous to the Law of Excluded Middle we give the axiom

vc(c, α → β),vc(c, α)
vc(c, β)

(3)

A context c′ is a consistent extension of context c, written c′  c, if dim(c) ⊂ dim(c′),
and vc(c, α) ⇒ vc(c′, α). A consistent extension is monotonic. Suppose not enough
information is available in context c to evaluate α. Since context c′ has more (precise)
information than context c, vc(c′, α) may have the information to evaluate α.

2.2 Modeling Contact Awareness

A service providing site (agent) must be aware of the different contexts that it is in
and the contexts encountered by it. The first kind of awareness is its self-awareness or
internal awareness. The second kind of awareness is its external awareness.

Internal Awareness: It is modeled with a view to protect the critical assets of the agent,
regulate the service, and optimize resources. It is necessary to abstract in it information
regarding it’s clients, assets, permission policies, and obligations. A client can be an
agent acting on behalf of someone, or another entity in the system. In general, they are
the subjects who are active in seeking its services. The agent maintains a database (or
has access to a database which it can query) of its client categories and identification of
clients in each category. Authorization to access the site, get service, and query it can be
regulated by identity/password combination or credentials. Assets are the objects that
are under its control/ownership. Access to every asset is controlled by the policy (se-
curity and privacy) of the institution that the agent represents. For each asset under its
control and for each client a permission is determined dynamically, taking into consid-
eration the asset category, the client category, the context of service requirement, and
the purpose behind the request. An obligation is a policy. There are two kinds of obliga-
tions. One kind is ”mandatory” that specifies the action (response) that the agent must
perform after a user request is fulfilled. For example, if a request for a service is denied,
the client shall be informed to get a new authorization, before her session may be ter-
minated. The second kind is obligation set by clients. For example, when a client pays
on-line for downloading a software from the site under the agent’s control, she may set a
time limit for getting a refund on it in case the software fails to work in the configuration
set up of the client. Such obligations are usually time constrained. From the above mod-
eling elements, the context type for self-awareness can now be constructed. Assume that
UC = {UC1, . . . , UCm} is the set of client categories as determined by the site. Let
AC = {AC1, . . . , ACk} be the set of asset categories which are to be protected. We
regard UCi’s and ACjs as dimensions for this context type. Let PC denote the purpose
dimension. Assume that the type for UCi is string, the type for ACi is the set of in-
tegers (pointers to files), and the type for PC is the set {Accounts, Clinical, Registry}.
An example of context in this type is [UC1 : Alice, AC2 : EI1, PC : Clinical]. In this
context Alice in user category UC1 is requesting access to the asset EI1 in category
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AC2 required for a clinic. An obligation is expressed as a logical expression. An ex-
ample of obligation is α = onduty(Alice) ∧ 2 ≤ deliver clinic(Metabolism) ≤ 5,
to be interpreted as that Alice is on duty and she must deliver the asset within the time
limit [2, 5]. In order to enforce the obligation the verification condition vc(c, α) must
be fired at context c.

External Awareness: Contexts that characterize external awareness are constructed
automatically from the information gathered from client profile, and client request.
The relevant dimensions are LOC, TIME, WHO, WHAT , WHERE, WHEN ,
WHY which correspond respectively to the location from where service is requested,
the date/time at which the service request is made, the client role, the nature of ser-
vice, the location where the service should be provided, the date/time by which the
service should be given, and the reason for requesting the service. An example of ex-
ternal context is c = [LOC : Montreal, T IME : d1, WHO : Manager, WHAT :
EPR2, WHEN : d2, WHY : Accounts, WHERE : Boston].

3 An Overview of Trust Model for Service-Oriented Systems

The MAS model that we discuss in Section 4 differs from peer-to-peer servicing sys-
tems. The MAS has a middle layer in which agents act as mediators between service
requestors and service providers. Service requestors should communicate the quality
attributes to the mediators, rather than absolute trust values they expect for a service.
The mediators discover the service that satisfies the quality attributes and deliver the
service together with a trust value (in a standard ordinal scale) associated with the ser-
vice to the service requestor. The advantages of this approach include ensuring privacy
of service requestors, avoiding the conflicting views on absolute trust values coming
from different sources, and guaranteeing the quality of service on behalf of the many
service providers whose services might have been composed into the delivered service.
We believe that it is necessary to separate trust calculation from trust verification for the
following reasons.

Every trust model, regardless of the mechanisms used to measure trust and types of
values used to assess and compare trust, will use (1) a trust function, which assigns a
trust value on an entity in the context of service request, and (2) enforce trust policies
for trust evaluation, and propagation. A system or service is defined to be trustwor-
thy [22] if the four quality attributes safety, security, reliability, and availability can be
verified in it. If we could formulate these attributes into a logical expression α, then we
have to verify vc(c, α), in every context in which service is provided. This implies that
the dimensions used in constructing the service providing context must be sufficiently
expressive to include these four quality attributes. The number of dimensions may dra-
matically increase, and in practice it is not easy to identify all dimensions. Hence, trust
calculation, which may be only approximate, must be separated from verification which
should be exact. In order to make verification feasible, only those parameters that are
recognized as most important for a specific application should be included in the veri-
fication condition. As an example, in a movie downloading site the ratings is the most
important parameter and it must be verified in the service.
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3.1 Choice of Trust Domain

In the literature there exists different conventions for choosing trust values. Regardless
of the choice, the trust domain D which includes all the trust values for an application
should be a complete partial order [30]. Integers, and real numbers are the natural
choices that fit this requirement. If symbols are used, as in stock recommendations or
in grading, then we regard it as an enumerated type, the order being implicit in the
enumeration. As an example, in the enumeration {hold, sell}, the degree of trust in
sell recommendation is higher than the degree of trust in hold recommendation. When
the trust domain is either non-numeric or non-simple (such as vectors), it is necessary to
define a metric on the trust domain to enable the measurement of the distance between
two trust values. Such a measurement helps to understand the disparity or closeness
between trust values. Towards such a definition of metric here is a simple approach. If
σ : D → ω is a total monotone function and � is a partial order on the trust domain then
for d1, d2 ∈ D (1) if d1 � d2 then σ(d1) ≤ σ(d2), and (2) for every chain d1, . . . , dk

in D, σ(d1) ≤ σ(d2) ≤ . . . σ(dk). This way of metricizing the trust domain is an
abstraction of the way that PICS rankings [20,13] are usually interpreted.

3.2 Context-Aware Trust Measurement

We denote the set of entities (subjects and objects in the system) by E , the set of contexts
by C, and the set of logical expressions over quality attributes by Q. For some α ∈ Q,
if vc(c, α) is true then the trust value in context c should be based upon the quality
attributes in α and the information available in context c.

Definition 1. The function,

π : E × E × C ×Q → D
associates for a, b ∈ E , and c ∈ C a unique element d ∈ D, called the trust that a has
on b in context c, provided vc(c, α) is true.

A service-oriented system is an open distributed system, where sites may have different
trust domains and context types. In order to interpret the trust value in one context of
one site in a context of another site, a mapping between their trust domains, and another
mapping between their context types must be provided. As an example, let us fix the
context as common for both sites, say on-line auction, and one site is in Euro zone and
another site is in US dollar zone. The sites must have a type conversion function to
interpret one another’s bidding. In a decentralized MAS, as we explain in Section 4,
both type conversions and context homomorphisms can be done by agents.

Reasoning with Context-aware Trust
We fix the context type and trust domain, and give rules for reasoning with trust values.

vc(c, α) ∧ vc(c, β)
π(a, b, c, α ∧ β) = maximum{π(a, b, c, α), π(a, b, c, β)} (4)

vc(c, α) ∧ α ⇒ β

π(a, b, c, β) = π(a, b, c, α)
(5)
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Corresponding to the axiom 2 we postulate

∃β • vc(c′, β) ∧ β ⇒ α

π(a, b, c, α) = π(a, b, c′, β)
(6)

That is, what is observed from c′ should not be invalidated at c′. Corresponding to the
subset axiom that if c1 ⊂ c2 then vc(c2, α) ⇒ vc(c1, α), we postulate

vc(c2, α) ∧ c1 ⊂ c2

κ(π(a, b, c1, α) = π(a, b, c2, α))
(7)

where κ is the belief operator. The trust value, that is believed at one context, can be
changed in the same context when more constraints are added to α. In the following
equation vc(c1, α) ∧ vc(c2, β) is true.

π(a, b, c1, α) ≥ (π(a, b, c1 � c2, α ∧ β) (8)

π(a, b, c2, β) ≥ π(a, b, c1 � c2, α ∧ β) (9)

lub{π(a, b, c1, α), π(a, b, c2, β)} ≥ π(a, b, c1 � c2, α ∧ β) (10)

where the symbol lub is the least upper bound operator. In the next equation assume
that vc(c1, α) ∨ vc(c2, β) is true.

π(a, b, c1 � c2, α ∨ β) ≥ π(a, b, c1, α) (11)

π(a, b, c1 � c2, α ∨ β) ≥ π(a, b, c2, β) (12)

π(a, b, c1 � c2, α ∨ β) ≥ glb{π(a, b, c1, α), π(a, b, c2, β)} (13)

where the symbol glb is the greatest lower bound operator.

3.3 Trust Model vs. Trusting Behavior

We illustrate that the six-fold classification of trusting behavior of an entity a, called
trustor, on another entity b, called trustee, given by McKnight and Chervany [19],
can be expressed within context-aware trust model. A trusting behavior can also be
associated with one or more of the trustworthiness features security, safety, reliability,
and availability.

1. Disposition: An entity a (client) is naturally inclined to trust b (a vendor). The inten-
tion affects directly the actions, without going through any reasoning process. That
is, a trusts in her judgement in order to trust b, which implies that her judgement
on attributes expressed in the expression α is true in every context c the service is
offered by b.

2. Situation: An entity a trusts b in a particular scenario. As an example, a (consumer)
may trust b (broker) in the context c1 of buying mutual funds but not in the context
c2 of buying stocks. That is, for entity a vc(c1, α) is true and vc(c2, β) is false
where α is the assertion on the quality attributes for buying mutual funds and β is
the assertion on the quality attributes for buying stocks. Axioms 8-13 hold.
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3. Structure: An entity a trusts the structure (institution) of which the entity b is a
member. For example, if b is a chartered bank and a knows the norms of the federal
bank of which all chartered banks are affiliates a has the natural inclination to
trust b. If b is the mortgage officer in a chartered bank and a is a customer who
understands the bank policies on privacy, investments, and mortgage loans, a is
inclined to trust b. All the axioms enumerated above are valid. Most importantly
trust is transitive because of the axioms 3, 5-6.

4. Belief: An entity a believes that b is trustworthy. The belief may be based upon
factors such as predictable behavior, timeliness, and integrity of service. Consumer
a trusts site b because whenever she downloads a software the downloaded soft-
ware behaves as specified. Trust is calculated in a context, based upon the trust
values in the history of contexts encountered by the entity. The belief axiom 7 can
be generalized so that trusts at two different contexts, not necessarily subsets, are
comparable.

vc(c1, α) ∧ vc(c2, β) ∧ α ⇒ β

π(a, b, c2, β) = π(a, b, c1, α)
(14)

5. Behavior: An entity a voluntarily depends on entity b. There is no third party in-
volvement here. Consumer a trusts the services provided by a site b because she is
either unable to find that service from another site or has not heard anything bad
about b’s service. Hence consumer a accepts vc(c, α) to be true, even when she
does not have sufficient information to actually evaluate it.

6. Intention: Intention is the result of a desire to reach a goal in a specific context.
Once the goal is set in a context an entity a is willing to depend on the services
provided by entity b in order to reach her goal. In order to reach the goal, a will try
to extend the current context in a consistent manner at each step. Consumer a may
choose different b’s at different contexts in order to achieve her goal. Formally, let
c1 . . . cn be a sequence of contexts such that ci is a consistent extension of ci−1,
vc(ci, αi) is true, and αn ⇒ αn−1 . . . α2 ⇒ α1. Then we can deduce from the
axioms that pi(a, b, c1, α1) ≤ pi(a, b, c2, α2) ≤ . . . ≤ pi(a, b, cn−1, αn−1) ≤
pi(a, b, cn, αn). That is, until the goal is reached the trust values are monotonic
non-decreasing, implying that no contradiction is ever introduced.

4 MAS Model of Service

A service delivered in a context c is a function [6] which should satisfy the quality
attributes α if vc(c, α) is true. To receive and process a service request we model the
MAS with four types of agents. The types are defined by the roles and the normative
behavior of agents. Many agents of one type may be active in each session of service
processing. We write x : X to mean that agent x is of type X .

4.1 Agent Types

The four agent types in the system are UIA, MMA, SPA, and TSA. An agent of type
UIA assists users external to the MAS, in formulating service requests, compiling their
profiles, deducing the user’s information needs by direct communication and history
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of transactions, presenting the requests to agents of type MMA, receiving response to
a request from MMA agents and communicating them to the respective users, taking
corrective actions on behalf of the user, and adapting to the changes in the environment
so that it can improve its assistance to the user. An agent of type MMAinteracts with
UIA agents to receive service requests and return services, interacts with SPA agents to
discover and receive services, and interacts with TSA agents for authentication, certifi-
cation, trust and context management. An agent of this type SPA provides services in
one specific application domain. As an example, Air Travel is one specific application
within Transportation domain. In the MAS model, an SPA agent will provide service
in one such specific application domain. Agents of type TSA act as certification author-
ities, context managers, trust managers, configuration managers, ontologists, vigilante,
and auditors. While acting as a vigilante it will monitor events, maintain a history of
system evolution, draw inferences, and plan actions to ensure that no agent from out-
side the AMS has intruded into the system. An important requirement is that all agents
in MAS trust the agents who manage their trust information in a secure and manner,
assuring integrity and confidentiality. The TSA agents are assumed to have been given
sufficient resources to ensure that the services are provided without getting interrupted
by external attacks and internal failures. More than one agent may act out the same role,
however an agent may act only in conformance with the norms prescribed for its type.
An agent may advertise its roles to other agents in MAS and may subscribe for their
services. An agent may deny service to an agent not subscribed to its services. We use
the notation x : X to denote that x is an agent of type X .

4.2 Service Protocol

A service interaction between two agents can happen only if at least one of them is sub-
scribed to the services published by the other. An external client of MAS can subscribe
to one or more agents of type UIA. No other MAS agent is visible to an client. Although
an external client may subscribe to more than one UIA agent, she cannot interact with
more than one UIA agent during a session. A session of a client u, denoted us, starts
from the instant u contacts one of her UIA agents, say uuia : UIA, for service. The ses-
sion us ends when uuia either delivers the service to u or informs u that the requested
service is not deliverable. The assumption is that all external clients subscribe prior to
starting their sessions.

A subscription is made to an agent when a profile of the requestor is registered with
it. The profile includes a specific set of services and a verifiable credential of the re-
questor. The attributes that make up a profile are determined by the agent to whom
the subscription is made. A submitted profile may be modified by the subscriber af-
ter the first submission. In turn the agent is obliged to ensure the confidentiality of the
registered profiles by announcing the trusted authority in the system with whom the
profiles are registered. That is, only a trusted authority agent taa : TSA can maintain
the database of profiles collected by an agent uuia. More than one UIA agent may use
the services of a taa agent. However, an agent uuia cannot use the services of more
than one taa agent.
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Protocol Steps

1. submit service request: User u contacts one of the agents of type UIA. This micro-
step can be just a handshake based on password authorization. Agent uuia from
this set presents u with a service template. The user returns an instance of the
service template, in which information that can identify the user, a service (domain
of service, functionality of service), quality attributes for the service, and contextual
information for service delivery are specified. This instance is the specification of
the service request, called Su. The agent uuia sends Su to its trusted authority
taauia, to the context-management agent cma : TSA, and to the matchmaking
agent mma : MMA2. The service specification Su is structured in such a way
each agent that receives Su can understand and decide which part of Su is relevant
for its task.

2. matching a profile: Agent taauia ignores the information in Su that is not relevant
to its task, and uses the rest of the information to match the profiles in its database.
It selects a set of profiles from its database3 such that in every selected profile the
service specified in Su matches exactly, and the identification information in Su

is either completely or partially matched. If the set of selected profiles is empty it
informs uuia, otherwise it sends the selected profile to the authentication agent asa.

3. authentication of client: Agent asa has sufficient knowledge in its knowledge base
to construct logical assertions from submitted information and reason whether or
not a submitted information implies already subscribed information. That is, from
the credentials in Su it forms a logical expression α, from the matching profile
of the client received from taauia it forms another logical expression β and will
evaluate β ⇒ α. If it is true, then from the fact that β it can conclude α is true and
authenticate the client. It includes the result of authentication in Su and sends it to
uuia and mma.

4. context construction: The agent cma has an implementation of context calculus. It
extracts the contextual information cu at which request for service is made and the
contextual information c′u for service delivery from Su. Context c′u includes quality
attributes. It constructs the contexts in the syntax described in Section 2. It includes
the contexts in Su and send it to mma.

5. notification of authentication failure: If uuia receives back Su a notice of authenti-
cation failure, it informs the user u and the security agent asa.

6. matchmaking process: Agent mma receives from cma contexts cu and c′u. Con-
text cu is the context in which client u has requested the service, and context c′u
includes the constraints on the quality and other non-functional constraints (such
as hardware ) to be respected at service delivery to the client. Agent mma has a
table of service information gathered from the service providers. For each service
provider spa there is an entry in the table, showing the names of services provided
by spa, the functionality and quality attribute for each service, and obligation con-
straints, if any, for each service. We defer a formal discussion on these issues, and
assume that mma has the knowledge and resources to match a request against the

2 For simplicity of exposition assume that there exists only one context management agent, one
authentication/security agent, and one match making agent in the system.

3 The database is a shared resource between trusted authority agent and authentication agent.
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services in the table, choose services, and compose them to meet the request. The
context-based Service composition approach discussed by Mrissa et al; [18] can be
the basis of the knowledge-base of mma. What is needed is to extend this approach
so that mma can verify the satisfaction of the composition to the service delivery
context c′u. A brief description of these steps follow. We let spa1, . . . , spak be the
service providers whose services are needed for the composition.
checking credentials of client: Agent mma evaluates vc(cu,dci), where dci is a
logical expression composed from the institutional policy governing service provi-
sion by spai. A service provision agent represents some institution and is bound
by the policy of that institution. A policy is rule, which being declarative, can be
formulated into a logical expression. As an example, the hospital policy regarding
physicians to access patient records from the nursing home and for the purpose
specified in the context cu, may have to be evaluated at this stage. In order that u
may be permitted to receive the service the expression

∧
i{vc(cu,dci)} must be

true. If there exists a service provider spaj for whom vc(cu,dci) is false, then that
service provider is removed from the list of service providers, and agent mma will
contact another spa to get an equivalent service.
service composition: After a successful termination of the previous step, services
are composed. Let f denote the composition of services. If α is the logical expres-
sion conjoined from the quality attributes (security, trust, reliability, availability,
performance) of all spas whose services are composed into f , the assertion claimed
by the service providers is that f satisfies α (denote as f sat α). That is, the prop-
erty α is verifiable in the function f . According to Hoare logic, it is sufficient to
verify that the post-condition of f implies α.
conformance with expected quality: Agent mma evaluates vc(c′u, α). If it is true,
then because the agent has already proved f sat α) it can conclude that α conforms
to the quality attributes specified in the service delivery context c′, and consequently
f is acceptable in context c′u.
trust calculation: Agent mma sends the list of service providers, the context c′u
and α to the trust management agent tma, which calculates a trust value for mma
on each spai. The agent tma applies homomorphism and type conversion to nor-
malize the trust values to an ordinal scale, and returns the resulting trust values
π(mma, spai, c

′
u, α) to mma.

obligation calculation: Agent mma calculates β =
∨

i{vc(c′u,obi)}, the obliga-
tion constraint.
service provision: From the trust values received, agent mma computes one trust
value4, and sends the service f , the obligation constraint β, along with the com-
puted trust value to agent uuia.

7. service delivery: Agent uuia delivers the service f to u, informs u the degree of
trust in the service, and enforces the obligation β on behalf of the client u. The en-
forcement is a firing of the verification condition vc(c′′u, β), where c′′u is a consistent
extension of c′u.

4 This can be an infimum reflecting the most pessimistic value, or supremum, reflecting the most
optimistic value, or the average, reflecting a statistical value.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper we have given a comprehensive overview of a context-aware trust model for
service oriented systems. A service oriented system is envisaged through a multi-agent
system, modeled with four agent types. Agents in the MAS can form dynamic coali-
tions of trusted partners, acting on behalf of service requestors and service providers,
and facilitate trustworthy service delivery. The MAS architecture ensures the privacy of
participants in a transaction without compromising on the quality of service.

The basic function that computes trust is context-specific, but the actual method used
in assessing it is left undefined. We believe that trust formation is a separate issue, and
is actively studied by various research groups. Those methods are only empirical. Our
approach abstracts the properties of trust, regardless of how they are assessed, and pro-
vides a basis for reasoning about trust within a context as well as across different con-
texts. The important benefits in our approach are: (1) Context is independent of what
it references. As a consequence, context-based trust definition captures different kinds
information conveyed by events that are observable by agents; (2) Context calculus en-
ables the construction of new contexts from existing contexts, and the logic of contexts,
once defined, enables one to reason about the information in the newly constructed con-
text with respect to the information contents in the contexts from which the new one
is constructed. As a consequence context-based trust definition is well-suited to handle
trust in dynamic networks, in which contexts and their respective information contents
may dynamically change independent of each other. Our ongoing work includes a pro-
totype implementation to evaluate the impact of the model on performance attributes,
development of a case study on which the theory and performance evaluation are to be
applied, and a thorough comparison between our approach and the approach carried out
in the semantic web research forums.
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Appendix – Type Conversion and Homomorphism

Homomorphism: In a distributed MAS, agents are most likely to have different trust
domains. In order that trust values across agents can be compared and global trust com-
puted it is necessary that a homomorphism φ, defined below, be a continuous function
on the partial order trust chains.

φ : (D,�, σ) → (D′,�′, σ′)

– for d1, d2 ∈ D, φ(d1 � d2) = φ(d1) �′ φ(d2)
– φ(σ(d1, d2)) = σ′(φ(d1), φ(d2))

If a homomorphism, as defined above exists, then trust value from one domain can
be converted to a trust value in another domain. Let π : E × E × C → D and π′ :
E × E × C → D′ be two functions that give the trust values on the trust domains D and
D′. Then φ ◦ π = π′.

Context Type Conversion:

[DIM and I are same:] Let τ : DIM → I and τ ′ : DIM → I be two context
types, τ �= τ ′. Let DIM1 ⊂ DIM , and I1 ⊂ I , such that τ = τ ′ when restricted
to DIM1 → I1. Let DIM2 = DIM \ DIM1, and I2 = I \ I1. Then for every
Xi ∈ DIM2, τ(Xi) = ai, τ ′(Xi) = aj , ai, aj ∈ I2, and ai �= aj . However, if the
two types ai and aj have a common super-type bij , in the sense defined below, then
we can replace values of types ai and aj with a value in bij .

Definition 2. If there exists a type bij and two maps ιi : aj → bij and ιj : ai → bij

such that ιj ◦τ = ιi◦τ ′ then the type bij can be used for the dimension Xi. Contexts
c1 = [Xi : x], x ∈ ai and c2 = [Xi : y], y ∈ aj are type convertible to [Xi, z]
because there exists z ∈ bij such that z = ιj(x) = ιi(y).

[(DIM,I), (DIM,I’) are two different pairs:] The context types are τ : DIM → I , and
τ ′ : DIM → I ′. If there exists a map φ : I → I ′ such that φ◦τ = τ ′ then contexts
of type τ can be converted to contexts of type τ ′.

[DIM and DIM’ are two different sets of dimensions:] Let τ : DIM → I and
τ ′ : DIM ′ → I ′ be two context types. If there exists D ⊂ DIM and D′ ⊂ DIM ′

such that | D |=| D′ |, and for each d ∈ D there exists a unique d′ ∈ D′ such
that τ(d) = τ ′(d′) then the dimension pairs (d, d′) are alias to each other. Hence,
from the context type τ we can project out the sub-contexts on dimensions in the
set D, and then rename every context in d ∈ D with its alias in D′. In practice, this
is much easier if the ontologist, an agent in MAS, has the alias table and helps the
cma agents to extract contexts that suit the dimensions gathered by its clients.
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